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An exceptional and extremely high quality French 19th century Louis XVI st. Belle
Époque period marble and ormolu three piece garniture set signed Raingo Frères,
Paris. The clock and original matching pair of candelabras are raised by impressive

marble bases with the clock raised on reeded block feet at the front and elegant
fluted topie shaped feet at each side. At the center is a striking fitted ormolu plaque

with lovely scrolled acanthus leaves and Rinceau shaped scrolls flanked by lovely
fluted designs with fitted ormolu foliate chandelles. Impressive intricately detailed
cornucopias lead up each side with beautiful ripe fruit and blooming flowers tied

with a wonderfully executed flowing ribbon. The enameled clock face displays
elegant pierced ormolu hands and Roman numeral hour markers and Arabic

numeral minute markers centering the signature and framed within the ormolu
bezel with a fine laurel band and the original hand blown glass. The graceful arch
shaped top displays a superb ormolu reserve of the eternal flame, a quiver, and a

bow tied to a berried laurel wreath with a ribbon symbolizing peace, prosperity, and
protection. At the center of each candelabra is a remarkable spiral fluted support
centered by four elegant curved supports with fine foliate accents and charming
swaging chains. Above is the impressive richly chased acorn finial above the two

curved fluted arms also adorned with remarkable chains and large acanthus leaves
leading to lovely foliate candle cups. All original gilt throughout.

Candelabra Dimensions: H: 13" L: 8.5" D: 4.25"
Raingo Fréres, established in 1813 in Paris, specialized in the high precision clock
making and bronze work during the Empire and the Restoration period. Raingo is
associated with many exquisite models of clocks and many of these designs were

patented. They frequently worked in partnership with very prestigious
cabinetmakers in particular François Linke.

Item #2551     H: 13 in L: 10 in D: 5 in       List Price: $24,500.00






